
Our company is growing rapidly and is searching for experienced candidates for
the position of java software development. Thank you in advance for taking a look
at the list of responsibilities and qualifications. We look forward to reviewing your
resume.

Responsibilities for java software development

Use SCRUM, test-driven development, and continuous deployment to deliver
projects
Continuously lead testing efforts on a multi-discipline Agile/Scrum team
promoting test driven development, drive test case design and
implementation for new and existing product features, including translating
new user stories and features into test case designs
Design, implementation, and deployment of applications and services that
impact the business with an emphasis on Payments, Customer Account
Management, Merchant platform and e-Commerce website development
You will be working on a small, collaborative development within our core
Insurance Suite applications to provide elegant solutions to the insurance
industry's complex business domain
You will learn about a business or technical problem, distil the right set of
requirements and think creatively about a solution
You’ll find the right tool for the job, then architect and build reliable, flexible
solutions on our modern technology platform
You’ll consider quality from the start, test thoroughly and constantly work to
improve our Agile processes
You will have a lot of responsibility and a chance to influence the way the
team works
Be collaborative and work with other teams in development, program

Example of Java Software Development Job
Description
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You will design and implement high quality, high volume transactional
services including design, development, and deployment of new business
functionality

Qualifications for java software development

GIT/SVN Version control systems
Strong communication skills (able to explain concepts to non-technical peers)
You love clean code and robust design
You value and take responsibility for the quality of your features, including
writing your own unit tests and reviewing your teammates' code
Keen nose for bad code smells
Hands on experience with Java frameworks


